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Editorial
Dear Readers,
Minister of Plantation Industries and Commodities, The Hon. Datuk
Seri Mah Siew Keong, has appointed MTC’s Board of Trustees
for the period 2018-2019. Dato’ Gooi Hoe Hin, whose two-year
appointment took effect on 1 January 2017, chairs the MTC Board.
In the new line-up, two of the six national timber-based associations
are represented by new trustees. They are Mr. Simon Lim Chee Hwa
(representing the Malaysian Wood Moulding and Joinery Council)
and Tuan Haji Hanafee Haji Yusoff (representing the Association of
Malaysian Bumiputra Timber and Furniture Entrepreneurs).
Two new independent trustees were also appointed, namely, Dato’
Haji Nor Akhirrudin Mahmud, the Director-General of the Forestry
Department Peninsular Malaysia, and Datuk Lim Si Pin. Encik Mad
Zaidi Mohd. Karli, the representative from the Ministry of Plantation
Industries and Commodities was appointed earlier, on 1 July 2017, to
replace Datuk M. Nagarajan who retired from the civil service on 24
June 2017. MTC welcomes the appointment of the Board members
and look forward to their stewardship in guiding MTC forward.
MTC also welcomes the appointment of Mr. Richard Yu Tuan Chong
as its Acting CEO. Mr. Richard Yu joined MTC on 1 January 2016 as
Deputy CEO. With his long and distinguished career in the fields
of corporate finance and corporate strategies, Mr. Yu brings with
him a wealth of experience and knowledge to assist MTC Chairman,
Dato’ Gooi Hoe Hin, and the MTC Board in charting the overall
development of the timber and furniture industries in Malaysia.
Please turn to page 4 for the full list of MTC’s Board of Trustees
and a read on Mr. Yu’s career history.
In this issue, we continue our product theme-based concept by
featuring five Malaysian manufacturers of mouldings and Builders’
Joinery and Carpentry (BJC) products. The selection of these
companies, namely, Gunung Seraya Wood Products Sdn Bhd, ME
Industries Sdn Bhd, Tong Sim Wood Industries Sdn Bhd, Sri Ledang
Sdn Bhd and Asian Esteem Industrial Sdn Bhd, is to showcase the
range of mouldings and BJC products such as timber flooring,
decking, doors and picture frames manufactured in Malaysia.
Please turn to pages 8-17.
In A CASE FOR TIMBER, we feature Ulul Albab mosque in
Terengganu. It is the first mosque in the state to be built in timber
according to traditional Malay architecture. Built using the peg and
mortise technique, the mosque is made primarily of Chengal as well
as Nyatoh and Balau. For a virtual tour of the mosque, please turn
to pages 18-22.
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Dato’ Gooi Hoe Hin

MTC’s Board of
Trustees 2018-2019
T

he Chairman and Board of Trustees determine the Council’s policy direction in MTC’s role and various
functions. Members of the Board consist of a representative from the Ministry of Plantation Industries &
Commodities (MPIC), relevant government agencies and the six national timber-based associations. For
2018-2019, the members of MTC’s Board of Trustees are as follows:
•

Dato’ Gooi Hoe Hin - Chairman (1 January 2017 to 31 December 2018)

•

Encik Mad Zaidi Mohd. Karli @ Sukari – representing the MPIC (1 July 2017 to 30 June 2019)

MTC Trustees appointed for the term 1 January 2018 to 31 December 2019
Encik Mad Zaidi Mohd. Karli @ Sukari

•

Puan Hajjah Norchahaya Hashim – representing the Malaysian Timber Industry Board

•

Mr. Goh Chee Yew – representing the Malaysian Wood Industries Association

•

Mr. Lee Leh Yew – representing the Timber Exporters’ Association of Malaysia

•

Datuk Chua Hock Gee – representing the Malaysian Panel-Products Manufacturers’ Association

•

Mr. Simon Lim Chee Hwa – representing the Malaysian Wood Moulding and Joinery Council

•

Mr. Chua Chun Chai – representing the Malaysian Furniture Council

•

Tuan Haji Hanafee Haji Yusoff – representing the Association of Malaysian Bumiputra

				
Puan Hajjah Norchahaya Hashim

Timber and Furniture Entrepreneurs

•

Dato’ Haji Nor Akhirrudin Mahmud – Independent

•

Datuk Lim Si Pin – Independent

Mr. Lee Leh Yew

Mr. Goh Chee Yew

Mr. Chua Chun Chai

Tuan Haji Hanafee Haji Yusoff

Datuk Chua Hock Gee

Dato’ Haji Nor Akhirrudin Mahmud

Mr. Simon Lim Chee Hwa

Datuk Lim Si Pin

Richard Yu is Acting CEO of MTC
M

TC Chairman, Dato’ Gooi Hoe Hin,
on 8 December 2017 announced, for
and on behalf of MTC Board of Trustees,
the appointment of Mr. Richard Yu Tuan
Chong (pic) as the Acting CEO. Mr. Yu
takes over the role from Datuk Dr. Abdul
Rahim Nik whose term as CEO ended on
15 November 2017.
Mr. Yu has spent a good part of his
working life providing strategic direction and thought leadership
to a number of highly reputable private organisations and
corporations in the country.
Prior to joining MTC as its Deputy CEO in January 2016, Mr. Yu
was the Senior Director of the Asian Institute of Finance (AIF)
where he contributed to the development of AIF to ensure

that it is recognised as a valued brand in Asia. As the Director
of Mercer Malaysia (Marsh & McLennan Companies), he led,
managed and provided strategic solutions for the various
industries under Mercer’s account which include the plantation,
financial, banking, oil and gas, healthcare and consumer goods
sectors.
Mr. Yu was also the Head of Strategy at Multimedia Development
Corporation, the Commercial Director of Thames Water plc,
the Managing Consultant at PricewaterhouseCoopers and an
Executive with Arab-Malaysian Group.
In his new role, Mr. Yu will spearhead MTC’s efforts in promoting
and boosting the growth of the Malaysian timber industry.
“Richard Yu has served MTC well and I hope everyone will
continue to give their full cooperation to him. I am confident
that he will provide far-sighted and effective leadership for
MTC and the timber industry,” said Dato’ Gooi.
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MTC thanks media for support
F

or the first time, the Malaysian Timber Council (MTC)
organised a Media Night to show its appreciation to the members
of the press for their unending support. The inaugural event was
held on 19 January 2018 at Menara PGRM, Kuala Lumpur. The
Hon. Minister of Plantation Industries and Commodities Datuk
Seri Mah Siew Keong was the guest-of-honour.
Speaking at the event, Datuk Seri Mah said that the country
recorded RM21.4 billion in the export of timber and timberbased products between January and November 2017. This was
a 6.8% increase as compared to the same period of 2016.
“For the past 10 years, the annual export earnings of this sector
were approximately RM20 billion to RM22 billion. Manufacturers
can expect higher returns this year as the economy within
the ASEAN region strengthens, thanks to a healthy domestic
demand and infrastructure spending,” he added.
The Minister said the government has undertaken numerous
efforts in ensuring the sustainable growth of the timber
industry. On the part of MTC, the Council is setting up a Board
Committee comprising relevant stakeholders to advise MTC’s
Board of Trustees on attaining sustainable raw material sources,
among others.

Datuk Seri Mah (third from right) tossing “Yee Sang” with some members of
the media. Also present were MTC Chairman Dato’ Gooi Hoe Hin and Acting
CEO Richard Yu Tuan Chong (forth and fifth from right, respectively).

MTC has also introduced its Financial Incentive for Purchase
of Machinery Programme, which offers assistance to small and
medium enterprises within the industry to encourage them to
adopt the latest technology in automation and mechanisation.
The council has already set aside RM3 million for the programme
to be spread over a three-year period.
In a move to tap more trade opportunities in India, MTC has
recently opened its regional office in Bengaluru, he added.
More than 350 guests including some 150 journalists attended
the MTC’s Media Night. As the event took on a Retro theme,
many of the guests, especially the industry’s association
members and staff came dressed in polka dots, polyester and
bell-bottom jeans. Rocking out to the grooviest sounds, the
guests relived an era that was all about love and peace as they
reminiscence the nostalgic era of the ‘60s and ‘70s.

Finalists of the retro “Best-Dressed” contest.

The event had all the trappings of a funky media night with
great lucky draw prizes up for grabs, wholesome food and
entertainment. Those who came in their “Retro best” were also
awarded fantastic prizes.

Datuk Seri Mah, Dato Gooi, Mr Richard Yu with members of the MTC Board who attended the event.
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MTC’s shot in the
arm for SMEs
T

he Malaysian Timber Council (MTC) introduces its first
financial incentive for the much-needed defrayment of the cost
of purchasing machinery for the timber-based sector.
In a move to scale up deployment of automation solutions
across small and medium enterprises in the timber-based
sector, MTC launched the Financial Incentive for Purchase of
Machinery programme on 22 December 2017.

“

The mechanization and
automation solution will
result in leaner manpower
and better productivity.
MTC Chairman Dato’ Gooi Hoe Hin.

MTC is setting aside RM3 million over a period of three years for
this incentive programme where RM1 million will be allocated
per year as partial reimbursement for the cost of the machinery
as well as freight charges.

”

This is in line with the government’s call of encouraging SMEs
in the country to adopt the latest technological advancements
in mechanization and automation. Under Budget 2018, the
government had allocated RM1 billion worth of loans for SMEs
to automate their production processes and reduce labour
dependencies. In addition, a RM100 million loan will also be
provided of which 70% is guaranteed by the government to
automate production of local furniture for export.
The total export of timber and timber-based products for 2017
was estimated at RM22.9 billion which is a 5% increase from the
previous year.
A key contributor to the Malaysian economy, the timber sector
has been facing various challenges including the shortage of
skilled workers and the dwindling of raw material supply. The
Ministry of Plantation Industries and Commodities has revised
the export target from RM53 billion in 2020 to RM26 billion.
The ministry has also mapped out several strategic plans to
overcome the problems faced by the timber industry.
“The mechanization and automation solutions will result in
leaner manpower and better productivity. It is crucial that we

assist SMEs to improve their production capacity and we hope
to achieve this through the Financial Incentive for Purchase of
Machinery programme,” said MTC Chairman Dato’ Gooi Hoe Hin.
The incentive programme is not only expected to address
problems revolving around labour shortages and rising wages
but to achieve higher productivity with better recovery rates,
reduce wastage of raw material and to improve product quality.
For details on MTC’s Financial Incentive for Purchase of
Machinery programme, visit www.mtc.com.my or contact
MTC’s Industry Development Division at 03-9281 1999.

Opportunities for the industry
M
TC kickstarted its Timber Talk series for 2018 by inviting
the Ministry of Finance to give a talk on how Budget 2018 would
benefit stakeholders in the timber and timber-based industries.
The “National Budget 2018 – Propelling the Growth of the
Timber Industry” talk had over 50 participants comprising
representatives from the timber associations, government
agencies and other stakeholders.
The talk was delivered by Encik Mohd. Ridha Mohsin, who
gave an overview of what Budget 2018 had to offer industry
members while Puan Nurhidayah Lamien touched on issues
related to taxation and matters under the Fifth Thrusts of the
budget entitled “Prioritising the Wellbeing of the Rakyat and
Providing Opportunities to Generate Income”.
Present at the talk was MTC Acting CEO Mr. Richard Yu, who
welcomed the participants and speakers. Also present were
representatives from the Ministry of Finance, Puan Yusliana
Ismail and Encik Faizul Azmin Zamin.

Speakers Mohd. Ridha Mohsin and Nurhidayah Lamien.
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EFE 2018 – Fine furniture
for the world
M

aking its 14th year appearance, the Export Furniture
Exhibition (EFE) 2018 is getting better and better, and welcomes
quality buyers from over 140 countries.
The exhibition is scheduled to be held from 9-12 March 2018 at
the Kuala Lumpur Convention Centre (KLCC), Malaysia’s leading
exhibition facility adjacent to the iconic Petronas Twin Towers in
Kuala Lumpur.

Come visit us!
MTC Promotional Booth (6-MO1, Hall 6, Level 3)
Export to Asia Pavilion (Hall 6, Level 3)
MTC SME Furniture Pavilion (Hall 7, Level 3)
KLCC, Kuala Lumpur

Exciting exhibitors await buyers with their latest display of top
quality modern and contemporary furniture where the latest
designs for bedrooms, living areas, kitchen, children, office,
outdoor living, hotel lounges including furniture parts and
accessories.
The four-day event spreads over 35,000 sqm and with more
than 350 exhibitors, buyers can find all the main Malaysian
and international brands there – giving them a complete indepth representation of what’s available in the furniture and
furnishings industry today.
Don’t miss out on one of the biggest furniture trade exhibitions
of the year. Visitors will have the opportunity to access retailers,
interior designers, contract buyers, architects, developers and
more. A great show that attracts great customers, hence,
visiting this furniture gala for incredible trade opportunitie is a
must.

MTC’s booth at EFE 2017.

MIFF 2018 – Fresh
ideas for global mart

Come visit us!
MTC Booth M612C, Hall 4, Level 2
MITEC Kuala Lumpur

T

he biggest-ever edition of the Malaysian International
Furniture Fair (MIFF) to be held from 8-11 March 2018 is shaping
up to be an even more exciting must-attend event for global
furniture buyers. Into its 24th edition, the show will be staged at
the Putra World Trade Centre and the new co-venue, Malaysia
International Trade and Exhibition Centre (MITEC), both in Kuala
Lumpur, Malaysia.
With the show expanding by 25% to 100,000 sqm from last
year, the number of exhibitors is set to surpass 600. Major
suppliers have taken up bigger booths to upgrade their displays
with more variety and new products.
Covering an extensive range of home and office solutions as
well as Malaysia’s renowned wood furniture, MIFF 2018 consists
of Malaysian and foreign exhibitors including new companies
and Malaysian industry major manufacturers.
The focus on design to drive business growth will see new
features such as “designRena” with a dedicated 15,000 sqm

MTC’s booth at MIFF 2017.

show floor for 50 top Malaysian manufacturers, the return of
“MIFF Office” following its successful run as the largest office
solutions in Southeast Asia last year and the to-be-launched
“MIFF Timber Mart” to connect manufacturers with global
timber suppliers.
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Gunung
Seraya – Keeping
to its promises
Strong commitment to its customers underscores this Klang-based
company’s 48-year journey

G

unung Seraya’s working philosophy of conducting its
business with honesty and integrity has been the underlining
factor in securing the trust and confidence of its many
customers through the decades.
Gunung Seraya was established in 1972 with core activity
of exporting quality Malaysian timber products to countries
like Australia, Japan and the United Kingdom. As one of the
pioneers and regular exporters of sawntimber to the Australian
market, it is viewed as amongst the top exporters in terms of
quality and reliability.
Two decades later, in 1993, Gunung Seraya ventured into
manufacturing solid timber mouldings. This proved to be a wise
decision as it transformed Gunung Seraya into a manufacturer
and exporter of consistently high-quality timber mouldings
together with many years of experience in shipping and
handling whilst continuing its strengths in sawntimber exports.
Says its GM Mr. Chin Lee Yen: “We manufacture and supply
quality engineered components for windows, doors, jambs, sills,
staircases, general dressed boards as well as bench and table
tops. Special mouldings and profiles can also be arranged to
specification.

“We have no less than 2,000 moulding profiles for the
production of solid wood architraves and skirtings, tongue
and groove flooring and panelling, decking, window and entry
sills, handrails and other staircase components, quads, scotias,
beads, cornices and moulds as well as pelmets, jambs and
stops, and finger-jointed/laminated engineered components.”
The timber species that Gunung Seraya utilises for its
production include Agathis, Balau, Bekak, Belian, Bintangor,
Durian, Geronggang, Jelutong, Kapur, Kasai, Kedondong,
Kempas, Keruing, Melunak, Membatu, Mengkulang, Meranti,
Merbau, Pelawan, Nyatoh, Selangan Batu, Sepetir and Surian.
As a committed member of the timber industry, Gunung
Seraya has a strong interest to ensure timber continues to
be a renewable resource. As a family-oriented business, it
recognises its future is inextricably tied to the sustainability of
the forest resources.
Explains Chin: “Gunung Seraya adheres to a strict policy of
purchasing supplies from legal sources only. We refrain from
purchasing from controversial sources and regions. From way
back in 2004, we have imposed a requirement on all local
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suppliers to produce copies of removal passes corresponding
to the timber supplied as well as evidence on payments of
royalty and taxes.
“By 2006/2007, over 75% of our local purchases are
accompanied by respective copies of removal passes. As a
work in progress, this should increase year to year. Further,
inspections of local mills are conducted periodically, for logs with
tags from the forestry authorities, and other documentation as
proof of legal sources.
“It is important that Gunung Seraya is seen as supporting
sustainable forest management in the country and being
certified under the Malaysian Timber Certification Scheme
(Chain of Custody COC-029) in 2002/2003 augurs well for our
image as a responsible supplier especially to our customers in
the UK and Australia.
Chin hopes that all parties involved in the timber industry
including suppliers, processors, purchasers and consumers
will consciously demonstrate their interest in sustainable
forest management by having a preference for certified timber
products.

9

Gunung Seraya’s operation is currently located on a block
of land in excess of 12 acres not far from the main port of
Peninsular Malaysia, i.e., Port Klang. The production facilities, the
kiln-drying plant together with the timber preservative plant are
sited on two mills, covering in excess of 300,000 square feet.
The first mill houses all the production facilities including the
operating equipment and machinery, complete with a tool
room. The machinery here includes 6- and 7-sided planer
moulders from Weinig and Wadkin with operating speeds of up
to 80 metres per minute. In addition, it has a Celaschi Double
End Tenoner, SCI Multi-Rip Saws, Robinson Bandsaws, Weinig
Optimiser, Priming, Rotary Composer and Finger-Jointing Lines.
Next to the first mill is the office block, which provides a clear
view of the two mills and the storage warehouse it faces on
the opposite block of land. Renovated and extended in 2003 to
double its capacity, the new office together with a showroom
to display the capabilities of Gunung Seraya is able to host a
larger number of visitors. Internal joinery manufactured from
the mill has been incorporated in the office and showroom and
it is a reflection of the hardwork and quality that Gunung Seraya
continues to strive for.
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Tong Sim - Providing excellent
timber decking solutions
Stressing on quality control to meet the expectations of its
valued customers

A

s a setup, Tong Sim Wood Industries Sdn Bhd is a midsized company with about 50 full-time employees. In terms
of age, it is relatively young, having been established in the
mid-2000s. When it comes to quality control and technicalknowhow especially in wood preservation and treatment, this
Selangor-based manufacturer is a tough act to follow.

Stressing on the production of its decking products as an
example, Dr. Tan, who has 26 years of expertise in the wood
preservation industry, elaborates: “Quality control is critical to
ensure that our decking meets our grading, milling, kiln drying
requirements, and most importantly, our timber treatment and
preservation standards.

Says Dr. Clarence Tan, its Technical Director: “Tong Sim
specialises in various types of wood protection solutions
with each solution catering for a specific field of application.
Our wood protection solutions not only enhance the wood’s
durability but also preserve the natural beauty and strength of
the timber even under exposure to outdoor environment.

“Solid hardwood decking is the best possible choice for exterior
decking. Not only is it more beautiful and more stable than
composites, tropical hardwood decking is naturally durable.
We specialise in working with some of the finest woods from
the Asian tropical rainforest such as Balau, Keranji, Merbau,
Kekatong, Apitong, and Kapur.”

“Since our incorporation in 2005, Tong Sim has established
itself as one of the most reliable names in the manufacture and
supply of wood products such as sawntimber, decking, railway
sleepers and crossarms for overhead power lines.

Detailing Tong Sim’s timber decking solution, which is marketed
under the brand name “GreenDec”, Dr. Tan says: “GreenDec is
our new benchmark in premium quality decking. Made of solid
natural hardwood and enhanced by our preservative treatment,
GreenDec offers longer lasting protection against fungal decay
and termite attack.

“We highly value innovativeness and creativity. We continuously
seek to improve our production process, inventories
management and delivery system. Utilising our expertise in
timber and wood products, we ensure our products can always
meet the highest expectation of our customers.”

“Preserved wood resists damage from termites and fungal
decay for decades. It offers structural strength and ability to
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withstand deterioration in ground contact. Wood that has
contact with the ground is more susceptible to termite and
rot damage than wood which remains above ground. Wood
immersed in seawater has even greater vulnerability.
“As such, pressure-treatment provides long-term protection
against termites and rot, but even treated wood is subject
to moisture damage. To protect wood against weather and
premature aging, coat the wood with an effective brand of
water repellent as soon as possible and then reapply a coating
every year or so.”
On kiln-drying, Dr. Tan shares: “As solid hardwood will always
move with changes in moisture content, many problems related
to exotic hardwood decking are caused by variations in humidity
or moisture content. These changes in the moisture content of
the wood can cause movement, shrinkage, expansion, gapping
between boards, cracking and checking. Extreme changes in
moisture can lift the finish right off the wood itself.
“Therefore, careful kiln-drying is one of the most important
factors in producing the best possible solid decking products.
Tropical woods generally have a higher density and require
kiln-drying techniques vastly different from those for drying
temperate hardwoods.”
On milling quality, he said: “Tong Sim’s is one of the best in the
industry. This means our hardwood product will fit together
perfectly, not too tight and not too loose. This will save time
during the installation and help to prevent squeaks and pops
during the life-span of the decking.
“We use only the finest to mill our decking. This allows us to
produce the smoothest possible finish with a minimum of knife
marks and eliminates the typical chatter and tear-out found in
many hardwood decking products.”
Driven by its corporate goal of creating ultimate customers
satisfaction, the company’s enthusiastic management and
dedicated workforce aim to deliver wood products of the
highest quality. Today, Tong Sim has built a solid reputation for
its consistency in producing high quality products and on-time
delivery to its many export markets, the top three of which are
Western Europe, Southeast Asia and North America.
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ME Floor – Going
green and meeting
quality standards
Flooring supplier emphasises on utilising timber from well-managed forests
as well as complying with international product quality standards

H

aving been in the market for 33 years, the ME Floor brand
has become a household name, both abroad and locally. It is the
creation of Mr. Chong Lee Hooi, who supplies solid hardwood
and engineered hardwood flooring as well as outdoor timber
decking through his company, ME Industries Sdn Bhd.

flooring products especially during their visits to our booth at
the annual Malaysian Architecture, Interior Design and Building
(Archidex) exhibition held in Kuala Lumpur.”

The company initially concentrated on the international market
with exports to countries in Europe, North America, Asia, Middle
East and Australia. With the demand for timber flooring in the
Malaysian market growing due to the development of many
high-end residential projects, the company started to focus on
the local market since 2007.

The company has since 2007, undertaken more than 80
projects of various sizes with total contract value of no less
than RM100 million. These include the supply and installation
of solid timber flooring and engineered timber flooring in
high-end condominiums within the Kuala Lumpur city centre,
service apartments in Selangor, Johor, Penang as well as
private residences, offices and property show units in various
parts of the country.

Says Chong, the company’s MD and CEO: “Over the last 10
years, there has been a big increase in the development of many
high-end residential properties such as luxury condominiums,
service apartments, bungalows, semi-detached and superlink
houses all over the country.

The popular timber species used for the solid and engineered
floors include Merbau, Red Balau, Teak and White Oak. The
Red Balau is sourced locally while the Teak and White Oak are
imported. While most of the Merbau used is sourced locally, a
certain volume is also imported.

“With our expertise, we carry over 1,000 types of timber flooring
in various designs and colours to meet the ideas and concepts
of property developers, architects and interior designers. We
have been able to impress upon them the uniqueness of our

Yellow Balau was use for decking in a university campus
project in Selayang, Selangor while bamboo flooring was
installed in property show units and a club house in Sepang,
also in Selangor.
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“We take on all projects, be they large or small. Our contract
values range from RM50,000 to more than RM10 million per
project. We are not picky over customers as long as they
love using timber for flooring in their homes, offices or other
projects,” adds Chong.

“Our engineered products are coated with seven layers of
high-quality UV-cured acrylic lacquer that are free from
formaldehydes, organic solvents, halogenated hydrocarbon,
heavy metal, pesticides, herbicides, insecticides and other toxic
materials.

Besides emphasizing on the aesthetic values of their timber
flooring, the company also ensures that the timber used for the
flooring comes from well-managed forests certified under the
Malaysian Timber Certification Scheme (MTCS), Programme for
the Endorsement of Forest Certification Schemes (PEFC) and
the Forest Stewardship Council (FSC).

“By using these high quality and non-toxic adhesives and
coatings, our products carry the Conformity European (CE)
mark. This means that the safety and quality of our engineered
timber flooring are assured by complying with the strict
requirements of the European Harmonised Standard (EN
14342).

“Environmental protection and care is a very important issue to
us. In this regard, we ensure that we utilise only timber certified
under the MTCS, PEFC and FSC. We also emphasise on using
fast-growing and renewable materials such as bamboo to
produce our timber flooring.

“Another feature of our engineered hardwood flooring is its
structure. To suite the different climatic conditions around
the world, our engineered hardwood flooring has different
structures in terms of the construction in the back and core
layers.

“This ensure that our products are Singapore Green Labelling
Scheme (SGLS), Leadership in Energy and Environment Design
(LEED) and Green Building Index (GBI) compliant,” explains
Chong, adding that ME flooring products can accumulate and
achieve credits up to four points under the assessment criteria
of these green building systems.

“In very humid countries like Malaysia, our engineered hardwood
flooring is fabricated with a patented core layer known as Versa
Core. With finger-jointed solid hardwood strips as the back
layer, this enhances the dimensional stability of our engineered
hardwood flooring and minimises moisture-related issues such
as warping.

In compliance with international product quality standards,
ME Floor’s engineered hardwood flooring is manufactured
according to DIN 280 (Part 5) standards whereby, for instance,
the adhesives used comply with the European E1 standard (EN
717-1:2004) formaldehyde emission test.

“We also provide full technical support, including data sheets for
our timber flooring products, specification guidelines, samples and
installation instructions. All ME Floor’s flooring comes in various
sizes to suite different applications, and we offer warranties that
match the very best in the business,” concludes Chong.
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Doorway to excellence
For over three decades Sri Ledang Sdn Bhd has been staying true to its
policy of producing premium goods and services. Its sales of doors and
window frames bear testament to this.

S

ri Ledang Sdn Bhd was established in Malaysia in 1982
solely as a wood moulding company. Its policy, from the onset,
was to produce high quality wood moulding products to cater
to its vast markets worldwide. Thirty-five years on, Sri Ledang
stays true to this policy.
The factory produces wood mouldings made primarily of Red
Meranti. Sri Ledang specializes in making door jambs, window
componentry as well as general mouldings.
Using some of the best machines with the latest in technology,
Sri Ledang is able to meet exacting standards of quality and
finishing as stipulated by its customers which has resulted in the
company earning a good reputation for itself.
The factory, which is situated in Port Klang, Selangor, produces
four primary products. They are solid timber products, fingerjointed products, engineered products and primed products.
Under its solid timber products, Sri Ledang makes dressed

timber in either random or set lengths and mouldings such as
door jambs, door casings, door stops, base boards, skirtings
and architraves.
“Our highest turnover comes from our finger-jointed meranti
materials and this is followed by our engineered door frames
and engineered window components which are also soughtafter,” said Mr. Ong Tiow Hui.
Sri Ledang is one of the pioneers of engineered door and
window frames which use finger-jointed and laminated inner
core covered on the face with a solid timber lamina. The result
is a more stable and perfectly straight door component which
is well-received by door and window manufacturers. Its newest
product are solid wooden doors which are enjoying wide
interest among its customers.
Sri Ledang has always taken pride of itself as a manufacturer
who enjoys huge gains from its production and manufacturing
efficiency.
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The factory operators are taught to use the raw material
wisely which enables the company to come out with good
finished products that are eco-friendly. What has made Sri
Ledang sought-after is its ability to maintain high standards
which ensure that quality products are produced consistently
and delivered without hitches. With its staff strength of 50
production employees and 10 managerial as well as supervisory
staff, Sri Ledang endeavours to expand its market share
worldwide, especially in what it deems as a largely untapped
market – India.
“We have only been mildly successful with the Indian market
mainly because of their perception about laminated engineered
products being somewhat inferior to the solid hardwood
versions. Despite being widely used in Europe and Australia,
much needs to be done to convince Indian buyers about
engineered timber products,” added Ong.
Engineered hardwood pergolas, posts, beams and balustrades
are also in Sri Ledang’s production stable. Constructed from
sturdy hardwoods, these products are perfect for outdoor use.

15

As engineered products with premium grade exterior layers,
these wood-based products combine both the aesthetics and
warmth of natural timber while leveraging on its manufactured
strengths. It is also constructed from re-constituted solid
hardwood which speaks volumes of timber’s green credentials
as a renewable resource.
The pergolas made in Sri Ledang are 100% export grade for
markets such as the US, Australia and the Middle East. The
timbers are kiln-dried well to avoid post-installation splits from
extreme weather conditions and are dark-stained with “Sadolin”
which is an extra durable wood stain protection.
Sri Ledang’s solid timber mouldings are also of superior quality
with their smooth premium finish on high-end Weinig moulders.
Meranti is also used for its finger-jointed and glulam products
which are sought-after globally.
With its plant size of 4,645 sqm over a land area of 9,290 sqm,
Sri Ledang hopes to increase its market value as it moves into
the new year with renewed vigour of tapping into the many
potential markets.
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Framed to
perfection
Asian Esteem takes beautiful pieces of art into a higher plane of
resplendence with its wooden picture frames

F

raming a picture will not be a daunting task in the hands of
expert frame-makers like Asian Esteem Industrial Sdn Bhd. The
company has been making wooden picture frames since 1994
and has earned itself an enviable reputation with its signature
products which use composite metal gold and silver leaves.

At its 5,017 sqm factory in Balakong, Selangor, Asian Esteem is
well stocked with reclaimed timbers such as Oak, Pine, Beech
as well as some local species like Pulai, Kasai and Penarahan.
No wood is wasted here and even lower quality ones are turned
into “works of art”.

“As a picture frame manufacturer, we have a team of experienced
staff to undertake projects which include picture framing
services and the installing of art pieces,” said Asian Esteem’s
Marketing and Sales Director, Mr. Boon K. Ng.

“I had an old Japanese man who first taught me about wood
and how to use it best. One of the most important lessons I
learnt from him is that timber is a natural resource and natural
resources must never be wasted,” he said.

“We frame items such as oil painting, canvass oil painting, water
colour images, photography prints, posters, shadow boxes,
mirrors as well as mount artworks,” he said.

Asian Esteem gets its supply of raw material from various
sources across the west coast of Peninsular Malaysia. Reclaimed
timbers are checked thoroughly where all nails are removed
and a metal detector is used to scan the wood to see if there
are any nails remaining in the timber.

Asian Esteem has an array of designs ranging from classic to
contemporary wooden frames to further enhance any art pieces
and is able to customize in terms of design, finishing, colour
and size.
“When customers give their designs, we trace it out and send
it to the United States where the roller blocks are made. It will
cost about RM8,000 just for the mould but our clients are
guaranteed of getting top quality fare,” said Boon.

“The damage incurred by a single nail is a costly affair as our
blades cost between RM300 and RM400 each. That is why
we check the reclaimed timbers carefully,” said Boon, adding
that sanding takes up 70 per cent of the entire frame-making
operation.
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Timbers are first cut to size then taken to the resaw machine
followed by the rip saw before it is sent through the moulding
machine and sanded down. This is followed by the Gesso
coating where the timber is later dried for 48 hours before it is
sanded and spray painted. After drying the wood for between
24 and 48 hours, the timber strips are once again cut to size
and jointed. At this point, you can see how sturdy the frames
are and when you wiggle them, the corners hold rigidly at the
angles. All wooden frames go through a final round of checks
and touch-ups before they are shipped out.
Asian Esteem produces close to 15,000 frames a month for
its impressive set of clientele comprising five-star hotels all
over the world, developers, jewelers, universities, cosmetic
companies and banks.
“Our products are sought-after in UK, Australia and Thailand.
Our biggest market at the moment is Australia,” said Boon.
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Boon’s showroom not only houses his prized products but also
his artworks. The company director has a creative streak which
make Asian Esteem’s frames beautiful.
“When I am in the mood, I paint and design stuff,” said Boon
pointing to one of his eye-catching paintings.
Boon said Asian Esteem plans on creating more wooden frames
with reclaimed timber. This will add on to what the company is
already producing – gold and silver leaves gilding for furniture;
special finishings for furniture, timber moulding works and ecofurniture.
The frames, which come in both standard and customized
sizes, are not only pretty to look at but are hardy as well. The
sturdiness of timber and its almost measureless use will continue
to intrigue individuals like Boon who love to work with wood.
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Timber
Mosque
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The Ulul Albab mosque was built in 2009 and
completed in 2011. It was initially called Masjid Kayu
Seberang Jertih before it was renamed by the Sultan
of Terengganu Sultan Mizan Zainal Abidin during the
official opening ceremony in February 2012.
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The Ulul Albab mosque in Terengganu is not only a peaceful place of
worship but also a grand display of timber’s significance as a construction
material

I

t could so easily be mistaken for a dwelling as there are none
of the usual features associated with most mosques such as the
dome-shaped structures. Sitting quaintly in the town of Jertih
in Besut, Terengganu, is a rather topically designed wooden
mosque called Masjid Ulul Albab. The Ulul Albab mosque is the
first mosque in the state to be built using timber in accordance
with traditional Malay architecture. It also has the magical touch
of one of Terengganu’s famous master craftsmen, Wan Mustafa
Wan Su, who comes from a generation of renowned craftsmen.

The Ulul Albab mosque is the
first mosque in the state to be
built in timber according to
traditional Malay architecture.

“The mosque is the brainchild of the former Terengganu Chief
Minister, Datuk Seri Idris Jusoh, who wanted to promote the
use of timber in the state. He also wanted the mosque to have
natural lighting as well as ventilation without the use of fans or
air-conditioning,” said Ulul Albab mosque committee chairman
Ayub Jusoh.
Ayub said back in the 1950s, the site was initially a government
office which was later converted into a mosque and in 2009 the
old, dilapidated place of worship was torn down to make way
for the timber mosque.
Idris had asked the architect to visit a few countries such as
Turkey for design ideas. After a year of research, the architect,
Zulkiflie Bidin, came up with a design which somewhat mirrored
one of the oldest mosques in the country, the Kampung Tumpat
Laut mosque in Nilam Puri, Kelantan, which is about 250 years
old.
The Ulul Albab mosque was built in 2009 and completed in
2011. It was initially called Masjid Kayu Seberang Jertih before it
was renamed by the Sultan of Terengganu, Sultan Mizan Zainal
Abidin, during the official opening ceremony in February 2012.
Constructed at a cost of RM12 million, the mosque sits on a
0.2ha site surrounded by lovely vegetation comprising date
trees, garden crotons and fragrant flowering trees. Built using
the peg and mortise technique, the mosque is made primarily
of Chengal as well as Nyatoh and Balau.
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Built using the peg and mortise technique, the mosque is made primarily of Chengal as well as Nyatoh and Balau.
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The five-ridge roof takes after designs prevalent in Terengganu
and Kelantan houses while the arabesque and flower motifs
are some of the primary designs on the structure. “Songket”
motifs, which are inherent to Terengganu, as well as fine
carvings of Arabic calligraphies and Quranic verses also
feature throughout the mosque. The “pagar musang” design
is used on the staircase, windows and verandah.
The top of all six staircases at the mosque depict a tortoise
slamming into the troughs between the waves which
symbolises the long and hard journey that one must travel.
The main pillars of the three-storey mosque are made of
concrete while the beams, trusses and rafters use timber.
Though they are carpeted, the second and third floors of
the mosque are also made of timber. The deep overhangs
protect the wood from the elements, especially the rain.
There are many openings between the three levels which
keep the mosque well-ventilated. Each of these openings
comes with wooden carvings while the wooden walls are
given the “janda berhias” design and all 12 doors to the
mosque have arabesque designs, among others. The ends
of fascias are tagged with wooden carvings which resemble
designs used in making Terengganu’s famous silk wear
material or songket.

Wan Mustafa, who is also known as Wanpo, said traditional
Malay carvings must have the arabesque design.
“If it doesn’t come with the ‘awan larat’ design (arabesque)
then it is not a traditional Malay carving,” said Wan Mustafa,
whose father Wan Su Wan Othman was also a renowned
craftsman. Wan Mustafa, who has been doing wood carvings
since 1969, was named master carver by the Malaysian
Handicraft Development Corporation in 2007.
As the mosque is not only a place of worship but a holy
venue for gatherings, the ground floor of the mosque has
been designed to serve as a dining area while the main prayer
hall is on the first floor and the third floor houses the library.
The sermons, speeches and prayer calls sound better, thanks
to the acoustics that come from being within a timber
mosque, said Ayub.
As a place of worship, the Ulul Albab mosque provides
immeasurable peace and tranquility and as a timber
structure, it is recognised for its amazing Islamic and Malay
architectural significance.

There are many openings between the three levels which keep the mosque well-ventilated.
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The design approach at the pavilion exhibits timber’s excellent properties.

Laminated Plywood Pavilion,
University of Stuttgart
H
umans have been turning to nature for solutions for
millions of years. Examining the design of nature, most
commonly known as biomimicry, has aided the development of
many aspects of our lives. One striking example of biomimicry
that comes alive is a stunning laminated plywood pavilion
designed by a team of researchers and students comprising
architects, engineers, biologists and palaeontologists from the
University of Stuttgart in Germany.
Under the stewardship of Achim Menges, who heads the
school’s Institute for Computational Design, and Jan Knippers
from the Institute of Building Structures and Structural Design,
the arched structure has taken morphological inspiration from
the structure of the sea urchin and sand dollar, both sea-bed
invertebrates, to create what almost bears resemblance to a
floating bee hive. This results in an amazing showcase of the
potential of computational design, simulation and fabrication
processes in architecture.

playing a similar role to the fibrous connections found between
the plates of a sea urchin’s shell.
It also consists of 151 segments with varying dimensions, ranging
from 0.5 to 1.5 metre, prefabricated by the robotic sewing.
Instrumentalising the anisotropy of wood, the wooden strips
are custom-laminated so that the grain direction and thickness
correspond with the differentiated stiffness required to form
parts with varying radii.
Timber exhibits excellent mechanical behaviour and high
potentials for textile and multi-material joints outside the scope
of conventional timber connections.
This multi-disciplinary research approach does not only lead
to performative and material efficient lightweight structure, it
also explores novel spatial qualities and expands the tectonic
possibilities of wood architecture.

The structure, weighing 780kg and has a span of over nine
metres, has a segmented shell made up of hollow, molded beech
plywood components that are laminated and held together by
industrial stitching – processes that were carried out by a robot
to bend sheets of custom-laminated beech plywood to create
double-layered segments.
The pavilion is also the first-of-its-kind to employ industrial
sewing of wood elements on an architectural scale. The
segments are laced together using the industrial sewing machine
to prevent the layers of laminated wood from separating. The
stitched joints transfer tensile forces between the segments,

The humble sea urchin is the inspiration for this timber pavilion.
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Sarawak committed to
safeguarding forest ecosystem
S
arawak is planning to further strengthen its sustainable
forest management policies and practices. Deputy Chief
Minister Datuk Amar Awang Tengah Ali Hasan said the state
government recognised the importance of sustainable forest
management.
“However, the forest ecosystem is highly complex and
influenced by numerous external factors,” he added.
According to the Deputy Chief Minister, the International
Tropical Timber Organization (ITTO) has recognised the state
to be practicing a higher standard of forest management than
many other tropical timber-producing countries.
A Malaysian-German Technical Co-operation Project on
promotion of sustainable forest management in Sarawak was
set up in 1995 and is now in its second phase. A pilot study area
in Upper Baram was established to demonstrate the sustainable
forest management system proposed by this project.
“In 2015, we launched the Rimba Sarawak initiative whereby we
open up our totally protected areas to international scientific
studies and exploration,” Awang Tengah said. He is also confident
that the state will meet the one million hectares of protected
forests aim. Over 900,000 hectares have been gazetted to date.

Sarawak recognises the importance of sustainable forest management.

Sarawak recognises the importance of sustainable forest
management and what it means to the timber industry, which
contributes RM5.9 billion worth of exports in timber and timber
products last year. This accounted for approximately 27% of
Malaysia’s total timber exports, and with 150,000 people
employed for the industry.

Touch of green for bridge
K
lang Municipal Council (MPK) planted trees on both sides
of the new third bridge spanning Sungai Kelang as a natural
approach to help improve the environment, produce humidity,
act as a sound barrier and lend a touch of nature at the
urbanised location.

The initial planting exercise saw volunteers from MPK, the
Selangor Department of Environment (DoE), South Klang
police headquarters, Klang Public Works Department and
Samsung Electronics (M) Sdn Bhd coming together to plant
493 trees, comprising 173 Garcinia subelliptica, 180 Pandanus
and 140 Eugenia oleana trees.
Selangor DoE deputy director Sivanathiran Subramaniam said
air pollution was a growing issue and based on studies, planting
a tree could help combat vehicle emissions and improve air
quality.
“Planting trees is a cost-effective method in order to tackle
urban pollution and help trap microscopic particles” MPK
secretary Adi Faizal Ahmad Tarmizi added. The trees will also
keep the temperatures down.
MPK was planning to make a concerted effort to maintain and
increase its urban tree canopy. MPK president Datuk Mohamad
Yasid Bidin directed all staff to volunteer to plant trees at
upcoming tree-planting events.

Planting trees is a costeffective method in order
to tackle urban pollution
and help trap microscopic
particles
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Mangrove planting at Lekir
Forest Reserve
M

TC participated in a mangrove planting event together
with the Institute of Foresters Malaysia (IRIM) and the Forest
Department of Perak (JPNPk), which took place recently, in
Sitiwan Perak.
A total of 1,000 mangrove saplings, comprising a mix of Bakau
Minyak (Rhizophora apiculata) and Bakau Kurap (Rhizophora
mucronata) were planted in an area covering 0.14ha of Lekir
Forest Reserve in Sitiawan.
The main objectives are to create awareness on the importance
of conserving the mangrove ecosystem as well as to increase

Ramli Mat officiating the event.

awareness amongst the participants on conserving the
environment for future generations.
In total, 150 participants comprising members/staff of IRIM,
MTC and JPNPk, students from government-assisted Sekolah
Bantuan Maahad Islahiah Addiniah, Sahabat Bakau Lekir
Setiawan (Friends of Lekir Mangrove Forest Association),
Forest Research Institute Malaysia and the local community
participated in the programme.
The event was officiated by JPNPk deputy director, Encik
Ramli Mat. Also present was IRIM president, Dr. David Chin.

Some of the participants during the tree-planting.

Rare plant genus found in
Tasik Chini
F

orest Research Institute Malaysia’s (FRIM) botanical team
led by Chew Ming Yee collected a peculiar plant genus during
a forest field survey in Tasik Chini recently.

T. symplocoides was previously known only from six localities
throughout its range with only a single specimen collection
from Peninsular Malaysia.

Teijsmanniodendron is a plant genus from the mint family
(Lamiaceae) restricted to Southeast Asia. The specimen
resembles T. simplicifolium, an uncommon species known to
exist in Perak, Terengganu and Pahang. However, due to the
lack of a complete collection of reference specimens from
Southeast Asia, the team could not be sure of the identity of
this elusive species.

This second collection for T. symplocoides in Peninsular
Malaysia, is a new locality record and raises an interesting
question on the flora affinity of Tasik Chini, previously not
recorded to have any Bornean influence.

However, former Head of Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew’s
Southeast Asian Research Group, Dr. Rogier P.J. de
Kok confirmed that the speciment to be the very rare
Teijsmanniodendron symplocoides.
Previously also found in Sabah and East Kalimantan, the
species, through a study by de Kok and two other Malaysian
scientists in 2009, extended its distribution from Borneo to
Bukit Bauk of Dungun, Terengganu. The flora of Bukit Bauk
is well-known to have a strong Bornean element. The rare

Many rare plant species are waiting to be discovered in Tasik
Chini. Continuous collaborations with world experts are crucial
to assist in the identification of rare cryptic species.
FRIM botanists have been documenting the flora diversity in
Tasik Chini and todate, FRIM National Herbarium stores over
400 specimens from the area with the oldest specimen dating
back as early as 1919.
Source: Forest Research Institiute Malaysia.
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Mesmerizing Mataking, Sabah
I

f you are looking for pristine white beaches, clear blue waters
and serene surroundings, look no further than the Mataking
Island, located at the southeast of Sabah. The Mataking Island
consists of two islands, the bigger Mataking Besar and the
smaller Mataking Kecil and they are famous with honeymooners
and avid divers alike.
The only resort on the island, the Reef Dive Resort, is located
in Mataking Besar. You can walk around the whole island in
about an hour; it is only 3km by 1.5km. During low tide you
can even walk from the big island to the small island. Some fun
snorkeling is easy to do and from May to August, you may be
lucky enough to spot Green turtles and Hawksbill turtles laying
their eggs on the beaches.

programme. The ship has since created an artificial reef, which
attract many tropical reef fishes and other incredible marine
creatures which are plentiful.
A mail box was placed on the front of the wheel house of
this shipwreck. Divers can buy a postcard at the resort’s gift
shop, place it in a special sealed waterproof plastic postal bag
and post their letter underwater. A special rubber stamp was
designed to depict this unique postal service. The mail box will
be cleared twice a week.
Other non-diving activities on the island include kayaking,
canoeing and jungle trekking.

If you are looking for a diving spot, you will be spoilt by choices
as the island offers over 30 dive sites around the area, with
protected coral reefs and islands. Dive sites are unlikely to be
busy. Expect to see large pelagics and unique fauna at these
exclusive diving locations.
Some of the most famous sites are Turtle Playground, Hump
Head Point, Lobster’s Lair and Eel Garden. Look out for leaf
fish, rainbow runners and sweetlips as well as special coral
species such as brain corals and staghorn coral. Whale sharks
are also sometimes spotted as Pulau Mataking falls within their
migration route.
There are also dive schools scattered around Mataking and its
neighbouring islands like Pandanan, Bohayan, Buhai Dulang,
Kelapuan, Timba-Timba and Pom Pom.
But what sets Mataking apart from the rest of the surrounding
islands is, perhaps, the ‘Underwater Post Office’, the first of its
kind in Malaysia. In March 2006, the Reef Dive Resort sank an
old, 12-metre wooden cargo ship as part of their conservation

Aerial view of Mataking island.

The old wooden cargo ship sank as part of Reef Dive Resort’s
conservation programme.

